ANNOUNCEMENT
SEPTEMBER 28, 2021

Three new Bucharest Stock Exchange indices starting on October 11
Bucharest Stock Exchange (BVB) will launch three new indices on October 11, 2021: BET AeRO, BET-TRN and BETXT-TRN.
BET AeRO is the first index developed by BVB for the AeRO market and will include representative companies from this
market. The index will have a variable number of constituents, while at the time of the launch it will include 20 companies
that were selected based on quantitative criteria, related to liquidity and free-float market capitalization. The index will
be extended in the future once new companies will meet the inclusion criteria. The weight of the companies in the index
will consider the free-float level for each company, while the maximum weight of a company in the index will be 15%.
BET-TRN and BET-XT-TRN represent the net total return variants of BET-TR and BET-XT-TR indices being the first
indices of this type launched by BVB. Thus, the two new indices will be adjusted considering the net dividend values
offered by the companies included in the indices’ baskets.
The composition of the BET AeRO index was determined during the BVB Index Committee meeting that took place on
September 28, 2021. The decisions of the Index Committee were the following:
1. The determination of the BET AeRO index composition:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2PERFORMANT NETWORK (symbol 2P, ISIN ROZMYY1W6LM9);
AGROLAND AGRIBUSINESS (symbol AAB, ISIN ROJ1IZXEYIU6);
AGROLAND BUSINESS SYSTEM (symbol AG, ISIN RO3UHXXNWZE0);
AGROSERV MARIUTA (symbol MILK, ISIN RO0V4UCPBC71);
AIR CLAIM (symbol CLAIM, ISIN ROTNUON975Y2);
ARCTIC STREAM (symbol AST, ISIN ROD6RWU7GIX9);
CHIMCOMPLEX BORZESTI SA ONESTI (symbol CHOB, ISIN ROCHOBACNOR8);
ELECTROPRECIZIA SA Sacele (symbol ELZY, ISIN ROELZYACNOR4);
FIREBYTE GAMES (symbol FRB, ISIN ROAYEN5H8FS2);
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Holde Agri Invest S.A. (symbol HAI, ISIN RO5RYSUM9FJ2);
IHUNT TECHNOLOGY IMPORT-EXPORT S.A. (symbol HUNT,
RODHRTKI5XP6);
LCS IMOBILIAR SA CLUJ NAPOCA (symbol LCSI, ISIN ROLCSIACNOR6);
LIFE IS HARD S.A. (symbol LIH, ISIN ROLIHCACNOR9);
MACOFIL SA TG. JIU (symbol MACO, ISIN ROMACOACNOR0);
MAMBRICOLAJ S.A. (symbol MAM, ISIN ROGH6Z6S8RD8);
NOROFERT S.A. (symbol NRF, ISIN ROHQGW108MX2);
SAFETECH INNOVATIONS (symbol SAFE, ISIN RO0MDTLNZV25);
SIMTEL TEAM (symbol SMTL, ISIN RONLG8JKKYH3);
VIFRANA (symbol BIOW, ISIN ROI91OMWY430);
VISUAL FAN (symbol ALW, ISIN RODHGCP0NGX5);

ISIN

2. The weights of the BET AeRO index constituents as well as the free-float factors (FFi), the representation factors (FRi) and the
price correction factors (FCi), will be determined based on the number of shares and closing prices registered at the end of the
trading session of October 1, 2021.
The new indices will be launched starting with the trading session of October 11, 2021. Similarly to the BET index group, the new
indices will be adjusted on a quarterly basis during the indices’ periodic adjustments. The indices management rules as well as
their dedicated sections will be available on BVB’s website on the date of launch.
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